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Introduction: multidentate ferrocenyl phosphines
• Multidentate ferrocenyl phosphines offers multiple coordinative sites for a ≡P: lone electron pair acceptor.
• The Cp rings are typically equipped with bulky substituents  the antiparallel ring rotation (twisting) is
hindered a permanent coordinative ’cage’ is formed consisted of multiple coordinative sites
• Application: molecular cluster, nanoparticle, surface stabilizators/activators [1], and common ligands in
transition metal catalyzed Suzuki cross-coupling reactions [2]
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Experimental Evidence: Understanding the NMR

























• PBE + Grimme's DFT-D3
• DZVP basis set
The rotational barrier (≈4 kJ/mol ) agrees quite well with literature [3]. The low barrier allows the molecule to























The barrier is almost fourfold higher in the presence of 2-methylphosphine ligands according to
static calculations. One of the phosphines rotates in the NEB simulation. The small bias is not











• CP2K + Plumed
• PBE + Grimme's DFT-D3
• DZVP basis set
• Nosé-Hoover Thermostat @ 300 K
• dt = 0.5 fs
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• Systematic inclusion of further ligand substitutes to the ferrocene structure for 
both static and dynamic simulations.
• Tweaking of the metadynamic simulation parameters to enhance the rotation 
of the ferrocene structures with ligand substitutes.
• Inclusion of additional collective variables to account for the rotation of the 
phosphine ligands in the dynamic simulations. 
1 collective variable = ring torsion angle
1 collective variable = ring torsion angle
Fc
Fc2PMe2
